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The Law Offices of Raquel Y. Gordon, Esq., LLC is a 100% minority and 100% female
owned intellectual property and general law firm. Our firm regularly offers professional
intellectual property strategies in a low cost and efficient manner to serve as a reliable
resource for high-tech and other professional companies.
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Some of the significant cases and subject matter we have followed and continued to educate
judges, lawyers, professors, students, and other professionals on are:

-

The Bilski Case
KSR v. Teleflex and its progeny
Uniform Trade Secret Acts
Knowledge Economy and IP Valuations
Legal Records and Management Concerns

Our two-fold business model is based on a unique results-oriented structure which allows us to
assist your company’s growth efforts on multiple levels. Primarily, we work closely with our
clients to provide IP support on an international level. Secondarily, we support in-house legal
counsel on- and/or off-site, temporarily and/or permanently. We work in the background so you
can meet your client’s needs in the foreground.

The combined experience of our staff and of-counsel talent provides you a foundation of
exciting success stories throughout each of the various intellectual property channels. Multiple
First Office Action Allowances, meeting stringent ITC e-discovery deadlines, and identifying
patent concepts on which lucrative licensing deals are based are merely the teaser headlines in
our history. These headlines represent only an inkling of our multitude of success stories. Our
firm welcomes you to become a part of our history and would be honored to share in your
company’s history, as well.
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